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Kristina/Lisa
Use the stick figures on the back of Kristina’s card with the letters from cell 13.
This will give you the three topics for the questions Lisa wants.

1.

The first line of stick figures gives the word “Judy.” It does not matter what you
ask, so long as it has the word “Judy” in it, the ghost will answer. 

2.

Do the same for the other lines of stick figures.3.



Cedric
Follow Cedric's directions about the order for the cables. 1.
Clue, cable 3 goes into port 1.2.



Anna/Dowsing Rods
Use What Anna tells you with the dowsing rods, locks, and yellow paper.1.
Place the ends of the dowsing rods in the two black dot locations on the bottom
of the yellow paper. The names Anna mentions are also on the lockers. Each
name goes with a number. 

2.

Rotate the left dowsing rod to point at the number 3(Lyle) and then rotate the
right dowsing rod to point at the number 1(Bryan). The dowsing rods should now
intersect over the letter D. Use this letter and continue to get the rest of the
word.

3.



Why is the spirit in cell 13 angry?
You need to complete Kristina and Lisa's puzzles before you can answer this.



What do we learn from Solitary
Confinement?

You need to complete Cedric’s puzzle before you can answer this.



What do we learn from the guard
barracks?

You need to complete Anna's puzzle before you can answer this. 



Where do the spirits from the three
locations lead us?

Once you have answered the three other questions, you will have what you need
from their unlocks to answer this question.  
Combine the letter as shown to get a message that will tell you where to look and
what to do.



Safe
You need to have answered, “Where do the spirits from the three locations lead
us?” first. 

1.

Then, look at the news article for the numbers you need.2.



Who killed the Warden?
Use the last name on the list you find in the safe.


